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Abstract

The main aim of this study was to investigate the bidirectional relationship between social well-being and energy conservation behavior as a form of pro-environmental behavior. Participants were 298 undergraduate and master’s students at an Italian public university. We applied structural equation modeling with two waves of survey data from a cross-lagged panel design to investigate reciprocal relationships between latent variables representing social well-being and pro-environmental behavior. Results showed that pro-environmental behavior at baseline predicted later social well-being controlling for the effects of baseline social well-being. Conversely, social well-being at baseline predicted subsequent levels of pro-environmental behavior controlling for previous levels of pro-environmental behavior. Results were compared using multi-group invariance testing of paths across gender. These relationships did not differ between men and women. Together, these findings suggest that a bidirectional relationship between social well-being and pro-environmental behavior is supported.
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Introduction

Behavioral and lifestyle choices are key to successful adaptation and mitigation of climate change (IPCC, 2014). Previous studies have shed light on a complex multifactorial process that includes personal and social influences on pro-environmental concern and behavior (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014). For instance, women tend to report stronger environmental concern and behaviors than men (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014; Hunter et al., 2004; Zelezny et al., 2000). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimated that, in developed countries, lifestyle and behavioral changes could reduce energy demand by up to 20% in the short term
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and 50% in the long term (IPCC, 2014). Government agencies have encouraged manufacturers to improve the energy efficiency of household appliances. Indeed, much can be done to understand and address those behavioral and lifestyle choices which significantly influence energy consumption. However, in order to reduce the negative consequences associated with climate change, it is necessary to understand the processes that underlie pro-environmental behavior.

The field of conservation psychology has been proposed based on the recognition that the social sciences play a key role in achieving the goal of environmental sustainability (Clayton & Myers, 2015; Saunders, 2003). The ultimate outcome for conservation psychology research is conservation behavior. Conservation behavior is often perceived to have negative effects on an individual’s quality of life: “People, it is argued, are being asked to give up a modern, high-technology existence for an austere, bleak but needed substitute” (De Young, 1990, p. 216). Although conservation behavior can be framed in self-sacrificial terms (e.g., Carmi, 2012), some scholars view well-being and conservation behavior as compatible or complementary (e.g., Brown & Kasser, 2005; Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011; Dietz et al., 2009; Xiao & Li, 2011). Suárez-Varela et al. (2016) reported that pro-environmental behavior in itself does not have a negative influence on well-being, suggesting that it can be framed in self-beneficial terms. Indeed, there is evidence that pro-environmental behavior can increase eudaemonic well-being (Venhoeven et al., 2013). Eudaemonic well-being is generally defined as striving to realize one’s personal potential (Ryff & Keyes, 1995). Eudaemonic well-being is thus related to the pursuit of intrinsic goals such as self-actualization, positive close relationships, personal growth, sense of meaning in life, and participation in social communities. This aspect of well-being goes beyond hedonic approaches defined by the simple pursuit of pleasure (e.g., staying away from problems, being happy and relaxed). While there is evidence that hedonic values are negatively related to environmentally relevant attitudes, preferences, and behaviors (Steg, Perlaviciute et al., 2014), we expect that eudaemonic well-being may play a different role when it comes to its relationship with conservation behavior.

The positive relationship between eudaemonic well-being and pro-environmental behavior such as conservation behavior can be inferred from research on pro-social behavior. Pro-social behavior is supposed to have an enduring effect on well-being through different processes, such as giving meaning to life, contributing to a positive self, or providing a social identity (Son & Wilson, 2012). Pro-environmental behavior is viewed as a form of pro-social behavior (Steg & de Groot, 2010; Turaga et al., 2010; Venhoeven et al., 2013). Since engaging in pro-social behavior increases well-being if it provides meaning in life (e.g., “doing the right thing”), in their review, Venhoeven et al. (2013) hypothesized that pro-environmental behavior can enhance eudaemonic well-being if such behavior is perceived as a source of meaning in life.
Published studies on the relationship between well-being and pro-environmental behavior have focused on emotional well-being or psychological (eudaemonic) well-being (e.g., Venhoeven et al., 2013). In his mental health continuum model, Keyes (2002, 2003) conceptualizes three categories of well-being: emotional, psychological, and social. Emotional well-being corresponds to hedonic well-being, while psychological and social well-being represents two forms of eudaemonic well-being. Specifically, psychological well-being refers to the concept of private and personal development and self-realization, whereas social well-being indicates thriving in one’s own public, social life. Factor analyses revealed that emotional well-being, psychological well-being, and social well-being formed three correlated but distinct factors (Keyes, 1998). There is evidence of a positive relationship between pro-environmental behavior and psychological well-being (Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011; Ganglmair-Wooliscroft & Wooliscroft, 2016; Suárez-Varela et al., 2016; Venhoeven et al., 2013). In addition, a link between positive emotions and environmentally responsible behavior has been proposed (e.g., Cloutier et al., 2014; Helliwell, 2014; O’Brien, 2008). Previous studies have shown that psychological factors correlated to well-being such as self-construal, sense of control, values, world views, goals, and felt responsibility (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014). To our knowledge, no study has investigated the relationship between social well-being and conservation behavior. Although, on one hand, community participation and involvement, and, on the other hand, intentional communities have been related to engagement in pro-environmental behaviors (e.g., Choi, 2008; Sanguinetti, 2012; Stem et al., 2003; Villacorta et al., 2003), we note that these constructs are different from social well-being. Social well-being can be defined as people’s appraisal of their social relationships, circumstance, and functioning in social institutions and community (Keyes, 1998; Larson, 1993). There is evidence that men are more likely to have high-level social well-being compared to women (Keyes, 2004). Although pro-environmental behavior and pro-social behavior are different (Nolan & Schultz, 2015), to some degree they are compatible. Social well-being is relevant for pro-environmental behavior because it has to do with the feeling that one is a vital member of the community, contributing to the common good and believing in the progress and evolution of society. In addition, pro-environmental behavior, like other pro-social behaviors, can enhance the view that one is pursuing the right ends for society and the community, and that his or her actions are valued by society and contribute to the commonwealth (Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011; Suárez-Varela et al., 2016; Venhoeven et al., 2013). This leads us to the first hypothesis of our study:

**Hypothesis 1:** Conservation behavior will predict social well-being.

Most of the evidence that supports the finding that conservation behavior predicts well-being has been gathered from cross-sectional research designs. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that conservation behavior can both affect and be the result of well-being. Theoretical and empirical support for this alternative idea—that well-
being influences conservation behavior—can be found in research on pro-social behavior. First, there is evidence of a positive feedback loop between pro-social behavior and well-being (Aknin et al., 2012). Corral-Verdugo et al. (2011) also acknowledged the possibility that a positive feedback loop between conservation behavior and well-being may exist. Second, a substantial body of research shows that positive mood states influence pro-social behavior (Carlson et al., 1988). Specifically, the social outlook hypothesis posits that a positive mood associated with a favorable view of one’s interpersonal relationships, community, society, or human nature increases the likelihood of pro-social behavior (Carlson et al., 1988). Finally, well-being may have an influence on sustainable consumer behavior (Fröhlich et al., 2012). Therefore, we should expect that social well-being, defined as the appraisal of one’s circumstance and functioning in society (Keyes, 1998), might predict conservation behavior, leading to our second hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 2**: Social well-being will predict conservation behavior.

As stated above, most of the literature on the relationship between well-being and conservation behavior is based on cross-sectional (i.e., correlational) research, which is limited in its ability to identify bidirectional predictive relationships. Moreover, past work has not specifically measured social well-being. To address the limitations of previous studies, we used a longitudinal study and simultaneously took into account cross-lagged (i.e., longitudinal interplay between social well-being and conservation behavior) and concurrent associations (i.e., relationships between different variables measured at the same time), as well as stability of the constructs (i.e., relationships between the same variables measured at two points in time). Another reason why we used a longitudinal design is the risk for common method bias (Podsakoff et al., 2012). Specifically, when participants’ reports of their internal states are collected at the same time as their reports of their behavior (as in cross-sectional studies), the observed correlations between these two types of variables are likely to be artificially inflated.

As stated earlier, there is evidence that men are more likely to have high-level social well-being compared to women (Keyes, 2004) and that women tend to engage in more environmental behaviors than men (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014; Hunter et al., 2004; Schultz & Zelezny, 1999). However, it is unclear whether these gender differences might influence the hypothesized relationships. Therefore, we propose a research question rather than a hypothesis:

**Research question**: Do the hypothesized relationships differ between men and women?
Method

Participants

Participants were 308 undergraduate and master’s students (234 women, 74 men) at an Italian public university. At class sessions, after a brief description of the study objectives, students were invited to participate. There were considerably more women than men in our sample because women were concentrated in these degree programs. Students received course credit for their participation. We asked participants to fill out the same questionnaire at Time 1 (T1) and Time 2 (T2). We removed from the sample 10 participants because they failed to complete both the T1 and T2 questionnaire, leaving a final sample of 298 individuals (227 women, 71 men). Participants ranged in age from 21 to 62 years ($M = 26.00$, $SD = 6.57$).

Measures

The questionnaire included measures of social well-being and conservation behavior with sociodemographic questions (gender, age, education, and income). Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics and reliability of the social well-being and conservation behavior scales. For each scale, a latent variable was defined.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics, reliability estimates, and correlations among the study variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study variables</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gender</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Social well-being (T1)</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.69*</td>
<td>.20*</td>
<td>.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social well-being (T2)</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.25*</td>
<td>.28*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pro-environmental behavior (T1)</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.75*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Pro-environmental behavior (T2)</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $N = 298$. $M = $ mean, $SD = $ standard deviation, $CR = $ composite reliability. For gender, 1 = male, 2 = female. * $p < .05$.

Conservation behavior

The conservation scale of the pro-environmental behavior scale (Markle, 2013) was used in this study to measure actual energy conservation behaviors (related to curtailment). This scale was chosen because it was found to have good psychometric properties and to cover different aspects of energy conservation behavior. The conservation scale includes seven items concerning the extent to which participants in the last month reduced their consumption of energy. All items were answered on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = usually, 5 = always). The seven items of the scale are:
• How often do you turn off the lights when leaving a room?
• How often do you switch off standby modes of appliances or electronic devices?
• How often do you cut down on heating or air conditioning to limit energy use?
• How often do you turn off the TV when leaving a room?
• How often do you limit your time in the shower in order to conserve water?
• How often do you wait until you have a full load to use the washing machine or dishwasher?
• How often do you wash your laundry at a lower temperature?

Social well-being

The Italian version of the social well-being scale (Cicognani et al., 2008; Keyes, 1998) was used to measure social well-being. We chose this scale because: (a) this is the most widely used scale of social well-being; (b) it was found to have good psychometric properties; and (c) an Italian version was available. The scale included 33 items that participants rated on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = agree, 7 = strongly agree) to indicate how an item functioned in their social life. Negative items were reverse-coded. The scale included items related to social integration (“I feel close to other people in my community”), social acceptance (“People do not care about other peoples’ problems”), social coherence (“I cannot make sense of what’s going on in the world”), social contribution (“My daily activities do not create anything worthwhile for my community”), and social actualization (“Society isn’t improving for people like me”).

Procedure

To collect data, we used a website accessible only to participants. Participants were asked to read a consent form that explained the procedures of the study and their rights as participants (e.g., the voluntary and confidential nature of participation). Participants then filled out the questionnaire at their convenience. Two months later, participants completed a second questionnaire. Participants were contacted through the email address they had previously provided. We chose a two-month period because we could be properly sure that courses that participants were taking did not have an impact on our study. Moreover, within that period, in Italy, no major event occurred that could have affected our findings. Finally, a two-month follow-up may be justified since the predominant causal influence between determinants of pro-environmental outcomes and related outcomes is supported in a short-term perspective (Thøgersen & Ölander, 2002).
Statistical analysis

Missing data estimation was employed using maximum likelihood imputation procedure as recommended by Graham (2009). To measure reliability, we calculated composite reliability (Fornell & Larcker, 1981) in addition to Cronbach's alpha, because it is considered a lower bound on true reliability (Raykov, 1997). Both coefficients were calculated and reported. Cross-lagged path analysis was conducted using Mplus version 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2012). The WLSMV estimator (a robust weighted least squares estimator using a diagonal weight matrix) was used because of violation of the assumption of multivariate normality (DeCarlo, 1997). To test our hypotheses using a structural model, we included the following parameters: covariance among the latent variables; covariance between error terms of each indicator at T1 and the corresponding indicator at T2; auto-regressive effects (to control for baseline levels for each variable); and cross-lagged relationships to test the hypotheses (Cole & Maxwell, 2003). In the model we controlled for the effect of age and income. We did not include education in the model because it showed almost no variability.

Results

Preliminary analyses

Table 1 shows correlations and descriptive statistics for the study variables. The point biserial correlation coefficients show that gender did not correlate with social well-being, but gender (female) was positively associated with conservation behavior. Social well-being correlated positively with conservation behavior both synchronously and over time. The effect size of the correlations between social well-being at T1 and conservation behavior at T2 and between conservation behavior at T1 and social well-being at T2 is of medium magnitude (Cohen, 1988). Moreover, the correlations between social well-being at T1 and at T2 and between conservation behavior at T1 and at T2 were .69 and .75, respectively.

Tests of hypotheses

Figure 1 shows the hypothesized cross-lagged path model. The fit of the model was acceptable ($\chi^2(275) = 514.50, p < 0.001; \text{NNFI} = 0.90; \text{CFI} = 0.92; \text{RMSEA} = 0.054$). Consistent with our first hypothesis, individuals’ own baseline levels of conservation behavior predicted follow-up social well-being controlling for the effects of baseline social well-being. In line with our second hypothesis, social well-being at T1 predicted subsequent levels of conservation behavior controlling for baseline levels of social well-being. Therefore, both hypotheses were confirmed. The model explains 67 per cent of the variance in both social well-being and
conservation behavior at T2. The standardized parameters are reflective of the proportion of unique explained variance in an outcome variable per independent variable. The standardized path coefficients (i.e., beta values) show that social well-being at T1 accounts for a small but significant proportion of the explained variance of conservation behavior at T2. Also, conservation behavior at T1 accounts for a small but significant proportion of the explained variance of social well-being at T2.
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**Figure 1. Cross-lagged relationships between social well-being and pro-environmental behavior at Time 1 and Time 2**

Note. $\chi^2(275) = 514.50, p < 0.001$; NNFI = 0.90; CFI = 0.92; RMSEA = 0.054. Regression coefficients are standardized. $^*p < .05$. The influence of age and income was controlled for.

**Testing model invariance by gender**

We tested for multi-group invariance to investigate whether differences between female and male participants existed with respect to the hypothesized cross-lagged relationships. Comparison of a model in which all the cross-lagged relationships were constrained equal across groups and one in which no constraints were imposed yielded a $\Delta \chi^2$ value of 0.69 with $\Delta df = 2$ ($p = .71$). The statistically nonsignificant $\Delta \chi^2$ value suggests that the cross-lagged relationships are equivalent across male and female participants.

**Discussion**

Our goal was to investigate the relationship between social well-being and conservation behavior. Although conservation behavior is often framed in terms of sacrifice and reduced well-being (e.g., Carmi, 2012; De Young, 1990), there is evidence that well-being and conservation behavior may be compatible or complementary (e.g., Brown & Kasser, 2005; Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011; Dietz et al., 2009; Venhoeven et al., 2013; Xiao & Li, 2011). We extended this reasoning further, and suggested that a relationship also exists between social well-being and
conservation behavior and that it may be bidirectional. Our findings confirmed the hypothesized bidirectional relationship: on one hand, conservation behavior predicted social well-being and, on the other hand, social well-being predicted conservation behavior.

The finding that conservation behavior was significantly associated with later social well-being, after controlling for previous levels of social well-being, suggests that conservation behavior could promote well-being. This finding is in line with the idea that acting pro-environmentally actually increases one’s well-being rather than decreases one’s well-being; in other words, doing “the right thing” for the environment, for the earth, and for human beings makes people feel good (e.g., Brown & Kasser, 2005; Suárez-Varela et al., 2016; Venhoeven et al., 2013; Xiao & Li, 2011). Our study contributes to and builds upon existing research on conservation behavior and well-being in that we examined the effect of social well-being. Based on the mental health continuum model (Keyes, 2002, 2003), well-being is defined as including three correlated but distinct factors: emotional, psychological, and social well-being. To our knowledge, social well-being (a category of eudaemonic well-being) had never been investigated in respect to conservation behavior. It is interesting to note that conservation behavior predicted social well-being even though our measure did not take into account the meaning associated with the behavior (i.e., “it is the right thing to do”). Indeed, Venhoeven et al. (2013) suggested for pro-environmental behavior to theoretically increase eudaemonic well-being, it is important to consider the extent to which people see pro-environmental behavior as the right thing to do. In Europe, there is solid and widespread support for protection of the environment (European Commission, 2014) and, therefore, it is likely that pro-environmental behavior may be perceived by most people as right and meaningful. As such, pro-environmental behavior can be framed as a normative goal that has an intrinsic positive moral value (Steg, Bolderdijk et al., 2014). Put differently, the well-being benefits of pro-environmental behavior depend on a favorable assessment of the rewards associated with it: rewards could derive from social identity or from the opportunity to view oneself in more positive terms (i.e., “I am the kind of person who takes right actions”). Being confident of one’s ability to achieve the things that make a difference and forge a better life is one of the most important motivations hypothesized in the Reasonable Person Model of environmentally responsible behavior (Kaplan, 2000; Kaplan & Kaplan, 2003, 2008).

In addition, the specific features of social well-being would also explain this finding. Precisely, social well-being includes the evaluation of one’s social value and contribution to society, the perception of the quality of the relationship between the individual and the society, and the view of human nature and society. Therefore, pro-environmental behavior is likely to influence the appraisal of one’s circumstance and functioning in society, that is, social well-being. We do not deny that pro-environmental behavior can require, at least to some extent, sacrifice and
deprivation. However, once learned, pro-environmental behavior may be activated in an automatic, habitual fashion with low perceived costs associated with the behavior, while benefits remain the same. In our investigation, previous conservation behavior had a strong effect on actual conservation behavior, thereby suggesting the development of a habit. Voluntary simplicity is another variable that may be of interest here. Voluntary simplicity refers to a wide range of belief systems and practices that aim to limit material consumption due to self-centered (e.g., to free one's resources such as money and time) and/or altruistic (e.g., concern for the environment and social justice) considerations (Shaw & Newholm, 2002).

Our findings are in line with those of Son and Wilson (2012), who demonstrated a reciprocal relationship between well-being and pro-social behavior. Based on the idea that pro-environmental behavior is a form of pro-social behavior (Steg & de Groot, 2010; Turaga et al., 2010; Venhoeven et al., 2013), we hypothesized and found that social well-being predicts conservation behavior. This idea overturns the common perspective from which the relationship between conservation behavior and well-being is usually considered (i.e., conservation behavior is a predictor of social well-being). To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to measure the influence of well-being on conservation behavior using a cross-lagged panel design. The finding that well-being influenced conservation behavior is in line with the suggestion that a positive feedback loop exists between conservation behavior and well-being (Corral-Verdugo et al., 2011) and with the social outlook hypothesis (Carlson et al., 1988). Specifically, the positive mood associated with a favorable view of one’s circumstance and functioning in society is likely to increase pro-social and pro-environmental behavior. People who feel good as a consequence of their efforts to pursue meaning in life and contribute to society can shift their focus from satisfaction and happiness associated with personal wealth and possessions to satisfaction associated with doing something good for their environment and their community. This shift in focus can provide meaning in life and reinforce a valuable social identity (Venhoeven et al., 2013). Put another way, eudaemonic well-being is likely to lead people to invest more time and effort in the pursuit of more intrinsic and non-materialistic goals such as the protection of the environment. Another, non-alternative, possibility is based on the norm of reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960). Specifically, individuals who see themselves thriving in their social life may have a tendency to reciprocate society’s support and care for them by enacting pro-environmental behavior.

The finding that conservation behavior is affected by high social well-being has practical implications which warrant consideration. According to Steg, Bolderdijk, et al. (2014), pro-environmental actions can be promoted by explicitly emphasizing that conservation behaviors are good choices not only for the environment, they also make people feel good (hedonic goal), by increasing their resources (gain goal) and enhancing their status, offering them the opportunity to enter into a “moral right”
community (normative goal). Interventions that link hedonic and gain goals to normative goals should be more effective at promoting pro-environmental choices than those targeting single goals (Steg, Bolderdijk et al., 2014).

However, well-being, and in particular social well-being, is not only inside people’s heads. It is influenced by people’s values and goals but is nurtured by real-life opportunities to experience trustworthy relationships, and a sense of connectedness with people. This set of opportunities can be considered as part of social capital (Putnam, 1993; Putnam et al., 1993). Many empirical studies have shown that social capital has an impact on pro-environmental behaviors (Jones, 2010; Liu et al., 2014; Pretty & Ward, 2001) contributing to the environmental activation of the community. We speculate that social well-being could be one of the key processes that explains this impact. In addition, a role in the promotion of ecologically and socially sustainable societies is played by citizen involvement in the wider community and its social institutions, as it is implied in the concept of community participation (e.g., Bott et al., 2003; Dean & Bush, 2007; Prati et al., 2016). As such, interventions aimed at promoting pro-environmental choices should not only strengthen the added value and psychological gains of becoming part of a righteous community, but also offer concrete opportunities to experience community participation. Future work should investigate the influence of interventions aimed at promoting pro-environmental behavior on social well-being and whether such interventions are more effective when opportunities to experience a sense of community are provided.

A few limitations of the present study deserve mention. First, although the cross-lagged panel design provides a much stronger indication of the direction of the relationships than is possible with a cross-sectional study, it does not provide definitive answers to the question of causality. Experimental studies are needed to confirm the hypothesized causal relationships. Second, given that our sample comprised students, the findings may be limited by age or occupation and we cannot generalize our findings to the general population. We note that our results were consistent between male and female participants, indicating that gender does not affect the hypothesized relationships; future work should integrate other variables influencing environmental behavior to identify the unique role of social well-being (and its dimensions) in comparison to these other commonly cited predictors. Nonetheless, these findings need to be replicated in other samples to evaluate their theoretical and practical significance. Moreover, the use of self-reports has known limitations. Finally, we did not measure potentially confounding variables that might relate to both of the measured variables. For instance, self-construal, locus of control, values, attitudes, goals, and felt responsibility are thought to exert an influence on pro-environmental behavior (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014). As the literature suggests, behavior is a complex factor and the attempt to explain pro-environmental behavior can also be quite complex. We must recognize that our study provides one piece of
the complex puzzle of social well-being and energy conservation behavior. After all, the main aim of the present study was to shed light on bidirectional relationships between social well-being and energy conservation behavior.

Conclusion

Overall, our findings fill an important gap in the literature by showing that a bidirectional relationship between social well-being and conservation behavior exists. In addition, these relationships were demonstrated through a cross-lagged design. The findings of the current study may help tailor future interventions that are aimed at increasing conservation behavior and well-being.
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